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develop and maintain a current awareness of the customer requirements of products. quickly develop functional prototypes that demonstrate technologies that are feasible for development in the time and budget available. assess technical feasibility and developing alternative solutions. solicit, analyze, and document
requirements. maintain and update requirements and design documentation (schematic, layout, assembly files) throughout the entire system life cycle. create and perform test cases, protocols, and reports for unit, integration, and system tests. maintain a broad knowledge of state-of-the-art principles and theory. adhere to

industry standards. develop and maintain a current awareness of the customer (physician and other medical personnel) requirements of products. quickly develop functional prototypes that demonstrate technologies that are feasible for development in the time and budget available. assess technical feasibility and developing
alternative solutions. solicit, analyze, and document requirements. maintain and update requirements and design documentation (schematic, layout, assembly files) throughout the entire system life cycle. create and perform test cases, protocols, and reports for unit, integration, and system tests. maintain a broad knowledge

of state-of-the-art principles and theory. adhere to industry standards. build, test, analyze, and report on data products. support end user and other business analysts in the preparation of product information, including the development of data models, user interfaces, and documentation. support business analysts in the
analysis of data products.
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